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First investors only conference focusing on Longevity

Zug, 17/06/2020 - A group of Swiss investors and entrepreneurs is organizing the first “Longevity
Investors Conference” targeting the global investor community.
Top class speakers from all over the world including the most relevant longevity investors and funds
could already be enlisted.
Longevity will be one of the largest, if not the largest, investment opportunity in the decades to
come. The Longevity Investors Conference provides relevant insights into the subject, expert
education, investment opportunities and excellent networking opportunities.
The conference is targeting private and institutional investors from (U)HNWIs, Family Offices, VCs,
Private Equity Funds, Private Banks and Asset Managers. Sub-topics are life-extension and cryonics.
The motivation to organize the “Longevity Investors Conference”, so Dr. Tobias Reichmuth is clear:
“The longevity industry is highly attractive for investors. We state a lack of education and information
for investors and want to change this. While there are scientific-oriented conferences, a professional
and global investor focused longevity conference was missing so far.” Marc P. Bernegger adds “The
recent progress in radical life extension is very impressive and creates unique and massive
investment opportunities”.
The conference’s speaker list is already impressive and includes David Sinclair (tenured Professor of
Genetics at Harvard Medical School), Dr. Aubrey de Grey (Chief Science Officer at SENS Research
Foundation) and Dr. Emil Kendziorra (President of the Board of European Biostasis Foundation).
More highlights will be announced at later stage.
The organisation committee consists of Dr. Tobias Reichmuth (Founder of SUSI Partners, Chairman of
Crypto Finance Group and Co-Founder of The Singularity Group) and Marc P. Bernegger
(entrepreneur focusing on exponential technologies) who are also behind CfC St. Moritz, the most
exclusive conference for digital assets happening every year right before the World Economic Forum
(WEF).
The “Longevity Investors Conference” takes place on October 1st and due to Covid19 in an online
format. For next year it is planned to host the event at the prestigious Suvretta House in St. Moritz,
Switzerland.
For more information please visit www.longevityinvestors.ch
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